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_ the accommodation of a handle for the latch construc 
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LloydiR. Poe, Paci?c l’alisades, Calif” assignor to Hart-i 
well AviationSupply ‘Co., 'Los Angeles, ‘Calif., a cor- ’ 
{rotation of California: 

‘ Filed Aug. .12, 1958, Ser. No. 754,685 

'3 Claims.» (Cl. 232-57) 

This invention relates to. sliding. and. rotating bolt 
latches, and included in the objects of this invention are: 

First, to provide a sliding 'and rotating bolt. latch ~ par 
ticularly arranged. to- engage and draw. together two 
abutting structures by, manipulationof a handle movable 
between a closed position ?ushwith a surface de?ned by 
saidstructuresand an angular position. - ' 

Second, to provide a latch. construction of this type 
which incorporates a novel means for etfectinglongitudi 
nal_.slidingmovement' of the latch-bolt for entry :into a 
mating keeper, a rotating movement after entry into the 
keeper, ‘and a sliding return movement to draw. and latch , 
the' keeper and bolt together. 

Third, to provide a latch construction of this type 
whereinaltern'ate.arcuate reciprocationrof the handle efe 
fects ‘alternate latching‘and‘unlatching of the bolt and 
keeper;v 

Fourth, to provide a~latch construction which may. be 
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arranged ‘so-that the keeper member may also function as ' 
a. bolt projecting’ between the structures joined by the 

’ latcli'andiarranged to withstand-shear loads. 
With the aboveand‘other objects in view, as may ‘apQ 
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pearrhereinafter, reference is directed to the'accompany- _ 
ing-dr‘awingsin which: / r v 

Figure 1‘ is azlongitudinal.sectionalwiew of the: sliding 
and rotating bolt‘ latchishown; in‘its" closed‘ or locked 40 
position, and'withithe surroundinggstructuresjoined'by ‘ 
the‘ latch‘ being; shown‘fragmentarily andain sectiony" 
‘Figure '2‘ is a: fragmentary‘ sectional" view' showing. a‘ 

modi?ed ‘construction.wherein'the. latch keeper also‘ func 
tio'ns'as ajlatch b'olt; ‘ :7 ' .~ i ' 

‘Figure 3 is aufragmentary view‘ofitheroperating"shaft 
' and. itsrbushing ‘taken: through" 3--3. of‘ Figure 1' 1; 

‘ Figurei‘4‘ is‘ a. longitudinal sectional View similar to 
Figure 1; showing the sliding and‘vrotating bolt latch-in 
its'open position;. . - . ‘ v , 

Figure 5 is ‘aktop viewi ofi'the boltlatch with portions 
in section‘ and. with‘ the ‘structures joined by the’ latch 

‘ shown iragm'entarily and’partially in‘ plan; _ . 

. v- Figure '6‘ is". a transverse sect-ional’fview through'eL-?‘ 
of ‘Figure 1“; 

V Figure'7 isfa transverse sectionahvi‘ew 77'-“-7 
. of Figure;4;, _ Y ' ‘ 

Figure ‘8 is a'itrans‘ver'sesectional‘view. through 858 of 
Figure .4; j Y ‘-» ~. " f 7:" ‘p 

Figure 9 is a partial'end and partial sectional view taken 
along the .line19I--9; ofjFigure .I i _ - j ' 

Theysliding» and’ rotating7 bolt glatch“ may be- arranged 
to‘jo'in‘» various types of. structures.~ However, jfor the 
purposes r of. illustration, ‘ mating {structures-A and A’ are: 
shown which include» closely; spaced,- parallel- beams B ' 
and B‘ between- .whichlare" mounted the" elements of the 
.latch construction. ~ ,Theg'bearns »are joined at'qtheir con: 

‘ '_fronting.-:ends-by iend‘rmembers ‘C and C’ and; the ‘mating 
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tion, as will be described hereinafter. . 
The latch‘construction includes alframe 1 which may 

include parallel members, each in the form. of an in 
verted U. These members are joined by end portions in 
which are mounted coaxial sliding bearings 2 and 3. 
Slidably and rotatably mounted in the bearing 2 is a 
bolt 4 having a head 5 formed by laterally projecting 
portions. , . . i > 

The bolt 4 screw threads into a coaxial operating shaft 
6 and is adapted to be locked in longitudinal adjustment 
therein by a locking pin 7.: The operating shaft 6- is 
slidably and rotatablymounted in the slide bearing 3 
and projects therebetween to terminate in a ratchet head 
8, which in the drawing is shown as having four ratchet 
teeth disposed at 90° intervals. The bearing 31is pro 
vided with a ‘pair of'diametrically disposed quadrant 
slots 3a, and the shaft 6 is provided with a cross pin 6a 
which rides therein. The pin and slots cooperate with 
the ratchet head t5, as will be brought out hereinafter. 

Slidable on the operating shaft 6. between an abut. 
ment ring 9 and the head 8 “is a slide spool 10 having 
external ?anges at its axial ends. A spring 11 interposes 
between .the ring. 9 and the spool 10 and urges the spool 
towards thehead?j - ' 

The slide spool 19 is provided with-a helical slot 12, 
preferably occupying a- 90° arc, and. is arranged to re 
ceive a roller 13 extending laterally fromthe operating 
shaft 6,.so that on relative axial movement of thespool 
and operating shaft a corresponding relativehelical move 
ment occurs. - 

Mounted on the slide spool 10 is asleeve 1.4 which 
. is-capable of limited slidingmovementbetween theend 
?anges of. the spool; Theend of the-sleeve 14- remote 
from the ratchet head 8 is provided. with a tooth- 15 
adapted to engage into any one_of.~fourpositioning notches 
176, provided in the ?ange at the corresponding end of 
the spool 10. ' I - 

. )The end of the sleeve. ‘léirnearest the head 8- ispro 
VldBd.'Wi'il1 an internal ?ange >17; overlying the corre 
sponding end of the. spool. 10- Which is arranged‘ toi~en-. 
gage the head 8.. Thesleeve 14. carries an. axially ex? 
tending ratchet-engaging lever 18 which‘ overlies the head 
8 and "engages its ratchet teeth. ‘ Alspringiw bears-against 
the lever 18 to urge the lever radiallyQinWard'into-en 

’ gagement with the teeth of thefratchet head-i5;v ' - 
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JIYheIsleeve .14.‘ is provided with diametrically disposed 
bearing. recesses which receive~journal elements 20am 
tlie'form. of internal bosses atthe extremity of an operat 
ing yoke'Zl. 1 ‘The operating yoke >Vconstitutes a-lever or 
link member which extendsupwardly and forwardly} or 
toward the ,frame 1 and is journaled on a- transverse 
shaft 22 mounted in a handle’ member 23.. p ' ' 

The. handle member 23 is‘ preferably formedyof- sheet 
materialrand is channel-shape incrosssection'so-that1the - 

' . [shaft 221's journaled between the ?angesvof the channel-_. 
' shape handle member. The handle member‘ 23>is’ prop-p 
vided near the shaft‘22 with ajsecond.transverse‘or-ful, 
crumshaft 24, the extremities of which-ridein slots :25 
provided in the ‘frame 1. .. The frame itself‘is secured 
by mounting bolts 26 between the'beams B of ‘L the struc-q 
tureIA'. Reinforcing links -2_4a:e'xtend betweenthe “shafts 
22 and 24. ‘ > e , .7 i‘, ,1 

;Thehandle member .23 ?ts-within and; ?ilsfi the slot‘ E 
and "occupies a ?ush: position therein gwhen >~the_;.latoh. is 

1, infitsqclosed position. The .handleirmember 23j'isipro 
vided with a slot in which iskjournal‘ed an: auxiliary" latch 
:lever 127, which may-alsotb‘e formed o?-fs'heet material 
and is >_ of ‘channel-‘shape- cross; section iso-T thatl ltheilatclix 

structures,are’covered’rbyrskin‘ members Dr-and D5. A; ' irlever 27. maybe; disposed .?ush'r‘withi'tlie web 0 j‘ lie 
slot! E is: formed? inrthe?skin D fr-betweeni thebeams. :for 

handleimemberili; '" 57 r 
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The latch lever 27 is pivotally supported relative to 
the handle member 23 by a journal pin 28. The latch 
lever 27 extends downwardly from the handle member 
_23, that is, toward the axis of the operating shaft 6, and 
terminates in hook elements 29 adapted to engage a cross 
pin 30 when the handle member is in its closed position, 
such as shown in Figure 1. 
The slide bearing 2 may be arranged to ?t within the 

aperture formed in the end member C so that the head 
5 of the bolt 4 may project beyond the structure A and 
into the mating structure A’. 
Mounted between the beams B’ of the mating struc 

ture is a keeper 31 which is U-shaped in plan. A cross 
portion or web 32 of the U-shaped keeper may register 
with an opening provided in the end member C’ and 
aligns with the bearing 2 and bolt 4. The web 32 is 
provided with a bore 33 which receives the bolt 4 and 
is provided with side slots 34 to accommodatethe laterally 
projecting portions of the head 5 when the bolt is prop 
erly oriented relative to the keeper 31. 

Operation of the sliding and rotating bolt latch is as 
follows: 
The handle member 23 is connected through the yoke 

21 to the sleeve 14 in such a manner that pivotal move 
ment of the handle member 23 between the closed posi 
tion shown in Figure 1 and the angular position shown 
in Figure 4 causes the sleeve 14 to reciprocate on the 
operating shaft 6. Outward movement of the handle 
member causes the sleeve 14 to move in the direction 
of the bolt 4. This outward, movement causes the tooth 
15 to engagein one of the positioning notches 16 so as 
to restrain the sleeve from rotation.’ 

‘Initially the sleeve 14 and operating. shaft 6 move in 
unison, the operating shaft being moved by reason of 
the spring 11 interposed between the sleeve and the oper 
ating shaft. During this initial movement, the bolt head 
5 moves clear of the keeper 31. During this initial 
movement, the cross pin 6a is within the bearing 3 and 
engages one arcuate extremity of each slot 3a to prevent 
rotation of the shaft 6 in one direction, whereas a notch 
on the ratchet head 8 prevents rotation in the opposite 
direction. ' 

Continued movement of the handle member 23 causes 
the sleeve 14 to move forward relative to the operating 
shaft 6 so that the helical slot 12 acts on the roller '13 
to cause a quarter turn of the operating shaft, bolt, and 
head as soon as the pin 6a clears the bearing 3, as shown 
in Figure 4.- This movement brings the head into align 
ment with the side slots 37 in the keeper 31 so that the 
bolt head may be withdrawn. 7 

Return movement of the handle member 23, that is, 
movement in a clockwise direction from the position 
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4 
me 4 to the position shown in Figure l ?rst causes the 
head 5 to rotate and then causes the bolt 4 to be re 
tracted, drawing the two structures A and A’ together. 

In the construction shown in Figure l, the bolt 4 con 
stitutes the shear member between the two structures 
A and A’ and also the tension member therebetween. 
However, as shown in Figure 2, the keeper 31 may be con 
verted into a bolt member 31a and the bolt 4 converted 
into a tension or draw member 4a with a draw head 5a. 
In this construction, a slide bearing 2a is substituted for 
the slide bearing 2 and is provided with a keeper recess 
2b. The bolt member 31a is provided at its cross portion 
or web with a bolt extension 3112 adapted to enter the re 
cess 2b. Except for the fact that the members 4 and 5 
cease to be a bolt and head, but instead a draw bar 4a 
and draw head 5a, the interaction of the draw head 5a 
and bolt member 31a are the same as in the ?rst described 
structures. The draw bar 4a serves merely as a tension 
member, shear stresses being taken by the bolt extension 
31b. 
While particular embodiments of this invention have 

been shown and described, it is not intended to limit the 
same to the exact details of the constructions set forth, 
and it embraces such changes, modi?cations, and equiva 
lents of the parts and their formation and arrangement as 
come within the purview of the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A latch construction, comprising: a guide frame; 

a'bolt slidably and rotatably mounted therein and hav 
ing a keeper-engaging head adapted for engagement with 
a mating keeper when in a ?rst angular position and to 
clear said keeper when in a second angular position; an 
inner rotatable sleeve and an outer nonrotatable sleeve 
on said bolt; helical groove and pin means to effect a 
predetermined relative angular movement of said inner 
sleeve and bolt on reciprocation of said bolt; means car 
ried by said outer sleeve to restrain said inner sleeve 
against rotation during movement relative to said bolt in 
one axial direction; means carried by said outer sleeve 
and bolt to restrain said bolt against rotation during 
movement of said bolt in the opposite axial direction; 
said means cooperating with said head to move said head 
alternately between said ?rst and second positions; and 
handle means for reciprocating said bolt. 

2. A latch construction adapted to be mounted in a 
pair of confronting structures; a handle mounted in one 
of said structures and movable between a position ?ush 
with said structure and an angular position extending 
therefrom; a guide frame; a bolt slidably and rotatably 
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shown in Figure 4, causes the entire assembly includ- ‘ ' 
ing the sleeve 14, operating shaft 6, bolt 4, and head 5 
to move rearwardly. During this movement, the ratchet 
engaging lever 18 engages the ratchethead 8 and the 
cross pin 6a engages the shoulders formed by the quad 
rant slots 3a, to prevent rotation of the operating shaft 
6, bolt 4, and head 5, but thejsleeve 14 is permitted to 
make a quarter turn. Thus, _on return, of the handle 
member 23 to the position shown in Figure 1, or to 
approximately this position, the bolt 4 is retractedv and 
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mounted therein, and having a keeper-engaging head 
adapted for engagement with a mating keeper when in a 
?rst angular position and to clear said keeper when in a 
‘second angular position; an inner and an outer sleeve on 
said bolt; helical groove and pin means to elfect a prede 
termined relative angular movement of said inner sleeve 
and bolt on reciprocation of said bolt; means restrain 
ing said outer sleeve against rotation; means carried by 

. said outer sleeve to restrain said inner sleeve against rota 
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the bolt head remains in the position to which it. was ‘ 
turned during the opening movement'of the handle; that 
is, the bolt head occupies a position 90° from. the posi 
tion shown in Figure 1, in alignment with the slots 37 
in the keeper 31. , V . ' 

7 When the handle member 23 is again moved ‘counter 
clockwise from the position‘ shown in Figure 1, the shaft 
6 and bolt 4 ?rst move forward and are held against 
rotation until the pin 6a clears the bearing 3 and the 
head 5 has passed through the keeper 31, whereupon the 
interaction of the helical slot 12 and roller '13 turns the 
head‘ 5 into locking position.‘ Clockwise 'movement of 
the handle member 23 from the position shown in‘ Fig 
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tion during movement relative to said bolt in one axial 
direction; means carried by said outer sleeve and bolt to 
restrain said bolt against rotation during movement of 
said bolt in the opposite axial direction; said means co 
operating with said head to move said head alternately be— 
tween said ?rst. andsecond positions; and an operating 
link interconnecting said handle and bolt. 

3. A latch construction, comprising: a guide frame; a 
bolt structure axially slidable and rotatable in said guide 
frame, and including a keeper-engaging head at one end 
arranged for movement between a keeper-engaging posi 
tion and a keeper-releasing position, and a transversely 
disposed operating pin; an inner sleeve axiallyand rotat 
ably movable on said bolt structure and de?ning-a heli 
cal slot to receive said pin to effect relative rotation of 
said inner sleeve and bolt structure upon relative recip 
rocation thereof; a spring urging said inner sleeve to 
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one axially and rotationally extreme position relative to 
said bolt structure; an outer sleeve journaling said inner 
sleeve and having limited axial movement relative to said 
inner sleeve; connecting means joined to said outer sleeve ' 
to retain said outer sleeve against rotation; a handle for 
operating said connecting means to effect axial move 
ment of said outer sleeve thereby to e?ect axial move 
ment of said inner sleeve and bolt structure; ratchet and 
pawl means carried by said outer sleeve and bolt structure 
to limit rotation of said bolt structure relative to said 
outer sleeve to one direction, said means tending to stop 
said bolt structure in its keeper-engaging or its keeper 
releasing positions; cooperating notch and tooth means 
carried by said inner and outer sleeves for interlocking 

6 
said inner and outer sleeves when in one axial relation, 
and to free said inner sleeve when in their opposite axial 
position, said ratchet and pawl means and notch and 
tooth means being alternately operable, whereby on recip 
rocation of said sleeves and bolt structure said bolt struc 
ture is caused to rotate progressively between alternate 
keeper-engaging and keeper-releasing positions. 
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